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Who should attend 
 Depot and fleet leaders 
 Technical engineering staff 
 Data analysists 

 

 

Key learning points 
 Describe the history and principles of maintenance and how these 

relate to today’s model of maintenance 
 Explore the weakness of the human in the system, how we behave 

and what leadership must be provided to optimise maintenance 
performance 

 Explain condition-based maintenance and discuss case study 
examples and demonstrate how they relate to delegate 
organisations’ 

 Discuss the merits of various taxonomies and describe the 
governance system required to manage these tools 

 Workshop 1 – explore your data, understand what it is telling you 
and explore methods to improve the flow of management 
information into maintenance 

 Workshop 2 – explain the leadership characteristics and process 
maps required to optimise maintenance 

 Action plans and conclusions 

 

Why this course?  
In today’s increasingly complex world we need to continually adapt our 
approach to maintenance to afford us the maximum advantage technology 
has to offer.  In a busy world that is never easy, so this workshop affords 
delegates options to improve performance using condition-based (and other 
data) techniques and explores the organisational behaviours we need to 
adopt to gain full advantage. 

 

Subject Expertise 
We have a proven track-record of 
reducing maintenance costs, through 
optimising efficiencies. 

 

Our subject leader is a Chartered 
Engineer and has worked in 
Engineering for over 25 years with 
multi-industry experience. 

 

Our expert team have built this 
workshop-styled training course 
through a combination of their 
significant thought leadership and 
experience layered with known client 
situations, bringing a powerful mix of 
vital real-life examples together with 
sound theory to all the sessions. 
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Duration 
1 day, provided at your location 
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Modular breakdown 
 

Workshop 2 -  technical leadership and process mapping - 
This workshop starts by exploring leadership characteristics and 
especially those required to lead technological changes.  It 
discusses in depth leadership qualities and explores the learning 
styles of the delegates.  The second half of the workshop is 
devoted to process mapping and challenging present process to 
review methods to optimise the use of our technical systems in 
maintenance control. This workshop is aimed at leaders of 
maintenance. 

 

Taxonomies and turning data into information - This module 
introduces the delegate to two common taxonomies in use in 
transport industries today; MSG-3 and RCM2.  We explore the 
governance structure required and the relative merits and 
disadvantages of each approach. Working towards building the 
case to justify any changes to the maintenance plan is crucial and 
we explore options to tackle this. 

 

 
Workshop 1 – specific data and changing paradigms - This 
workshop takes the client-provided (or collected) data and, through 
a series of worked examples, allows the delegates to build outline 
case models of data change; it will look at data trending and 
charting new options for engineering in the future.  This workshop 
is aimed at data analysts and technical engineers. This workshop 
needs facilitator preparation in advance. 

 

The history and principles of maintenance - In this module 
we explore briefly how maintenance has evolved, and why we 
maintain components, and how maintenance plans are 
derived. The purpose is to help the delegate understand 
where their present maintenance programme is founded and 
what strengths and weaknesses this provides.  The module 
forms an introduction to the concept of 3rd generation 
maintenance on Generation Z assets. 

 The person in the system - This module looks at the 
engineer, the person in the technologically advanced system.  
How do we behave and what peformance factors are 
prevalent? How we as people interact with systems and IT 
specifically, and what behaviours must we show to lead 
technological change? 

 
Condition-based maintenance - This module tests the 
reason for condition-based maintenance (CBM) and 
establishes the cost-reducing paradigm.  It continues to 
recap the outline principles of CBM operation.  This 
establishes a baseline from which we explore in some detail 
the processes and management control required to deliver 
effective CBM.  We conclude this section with a review of two 
cases studies where the use of ‘CBM-style’ data has given 
significant benefit. 
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